CAMP PACKAGE SELECTION
Camp packages include catering, full activity program and facilitation by trained staff between 9-5 each
day, as well as an activity kit with a range of evening activities for all to enjoy.
While we prefer groups to arrive between 12pm and 1pm and depart at approximately 1:30pm we
understand that every group is different so please fill out the below so we can ensure we program
appropriately for your group.

SCHOOL NAME:_______________________________________________________________________________
PACKAGE SELECTION: ________________________________________________________________________
(for 'choose your own adventure', don't forget to make activity selections)

ORGANISER NAME:______________________________________MOBILE NUMBER_____________________
EXPECTED #s & TIMES: Students__________ Adults__________ Arrival__________ Departure ___________
Number

Number

Time

Time

Our goal is to make your camp preparation as carefree as possible, so we've put together some specific
outcome based activity packages for you to choose from that allows you to 'set and forget'.
Of course if you'd like to choose your own adventure and tailor a package to your group's specific needs,
that's cool too!
Settle in, have a read through the package and activity options, complete your selection (above) and get
this back as soon as possible so we can prepare your itinerary - info@roonka.org.au

SURVIVAL - SET & FORGET PACKAGE
(recommended years 5-10)
With everything from shelter building amongst the scrubland and pioneering construction by the creek, to
lighting fires with minimal equipment and cooking on lightweight stoves, this program has it all for an
active, adventurous bunch of kids!
We’ll take them right back to basics with a program that builds sequentially from fundamental to more
advanced survival skills. All of the activities in this package are designed to facilitate team building, boost
group morale, and of course, deliver a whole lot of fun with a healthy dose of challenge! Activities include:
SURVIVOR | CAMPCRAFT | LIGHTWEIGHT COOKING | ORIENTEERING | WEB OF LIFE | TEAM
CHALLENGES | BOULDERING & LOW ROPES | RAFT BUILDING (terms 1 and 4) BRIDGE BUILDING
(terms 2 and 3)

PTO for continued package options

WET & WILD - SET & FORGET PACKAGE
(recommended years 3-10 for terms 1 and 4)

Looking for an all-around camp filled with water, challenge and adventure? Look no further! The Wet &
Wild activity package will have students swinging, sliding, swimming and climbing while also having the
opportunity to learn new skills and gain knowledge about the area.
It isn’t all fun and games – at every turn these activities will stretch your limits, challenge your comfort zone,
and test your teamwork…. but we guarantee you’ll love every minute of it! Activities include:
WATER ADVENTURES | FISHING, YABBYING AND SHRIMP CATCHING | TEAM CHALLENGES
BUG BUSTERS | WET & WILD RELAY | RAFT BUILDING | PLUS...
YEARS 3-5: ECHIDNA TRAIL WALK AND NATURE SCAVENGER | BOULDERING | PHOTO HUNT
YEARS 6+: GEOCACHING | BOULDERING & LOW ROPES

LIVING IN NATURE - SET & FORGET PACKAGE
(recommended years 3-10)

Students will get to explore the rich history and environment that Roonka has to offer. These activities will
have your students getting hands-on in the world around them! Think: investigating bug life and water
quality in our onsite billabong, learning to cook on an open fire, how to set up a campsite and navigate in
the world around you.
With a balance of educationally focussed and “just for fun” fun activities, our outdoor classroom is the
perfect setting for students to learn how to live in nature. Activities include:
WEB OF LIFE | BUG BUSTERS | FISHING, YABBYING & SHRIMP CATCHING | CAMPFIRE COOKING
(or lightweight cooking during fire danger season) CAMP CRAFT | BRIDGE BUILDING | PLUS...
YEARS 3-5: BOOMERANG CRAFT | ECHIDNA TRAIL WALK & NATURE SCAVENGER | ORIENTEERING
YEARS 6+: MANDALA ART | GEOCACHING

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE
(all ages)

Choose from a variety of activities led by our team of experienced Activity Facilitators. These activities
range in time from 45 minutes to 1.5hr sessions.
Please number all of the activities below from 1 onwards and we will attempt to use your top preferences
to build you an educational, hands-on and most importantly fun program tailored to your group and the
time that you are spending with us.
___ BOOMERANG CRAFT

___ ECHIDNA TRAIL (45MIN)

__ PHOTO HUNT (45MIN)

___ BOULDERING & LOW ROPES

___ FISH, YABBY & SHRIMPS

___ RAFT BUILDING

___ BOULDERING (45MIN)

___ GEOCACHING

___ SURVIVOR

___ BRIDGE BUILDING

___ LIGHTWEIGHT COOKING

___ TEAM CHALLENGES

___ BUG BUSTERS

___ MANDALA ART

___ WATER ADVENTURES

___ CAMP CRAFT

___ ORIENTEERING (90 MINS)

___ WEB OF LIFE

___ CAMPFIRE COOKING

___ ORIENTEERING (45 MINS)

___ WET AND WILD RELAY

